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Abstract

A theoretical analysis of absorptive optical bistability in a passive atomic medium and bidirectional lasing in an active
atomic medium is presented. The atomic medium consists of a collection of cold two-level atoms and the atom-radiation
field interaction is described using a one-dimensional semiclassical model. It is shown that when the effects of atomic recoil
are included self-consistently, the interaction between the atoms and the radiation can be changed significantly from that
when the effects of atomic recoil are neglected. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Until recently, the role of atomic recoil in optical
physics was generally considered to be a minor one.
However, with the continuing progress in optical
cooling and trapping of atomic vapours demonstrat-
ing the mechanical effects of light on atomic dynam-
ics and the recent interest in optical phenomena
which can be directly related to atomic recoil e.g. the

Ž . w xcollective atomic recoil laser CARL 1–3 and
w xrecoil-induced resonances 4–6 , this is no longer

true.
In this paper, we present a theoretical analysis of

two well-known phenomena in optical physics: ab-
Ž . Žsorptive optical bistability OB in a passive non-in-

.verted atomic medium and bidirectional lasing in an
Ž .active inverted atomic medium, using a semiclassi-

cal, one-dimensional model. Some of the material on

) Corresponding author. E-mail: g.r.m.robb@strath.ac.uk

absorptive OB appears elsewhere but is included
here for completeness. In contrast to previous theo-
retical analyses of these effects, the atomic medium
is assumed to consist of a collection of cold two-level
atoms, and the effects of recoil are described self-
consistently i.e. in addition to describing the mechan-
ical effects of the radiation fields on the atomic

Ž .internal and external centre-of-mass dynamics, the
model also describes the back-action of the ensemble
of atoms on the radiation fields.

It is shown that when the effects of atomic recoil
are treated self-consistently, it is possible for the
nature of the interaction between the two-level atoms
and the radiation to be changed significantly from
that when atomic recoil is neglected: for absorptive
OB, when the effects of atomic recoil are included,
the low-transmission regime of the system is unsta-
ble. This instability simultaneously generates an
atomic density grating and a radiation field coher-
ently back-scattered by it from the incident pump
field. The formation of the density grating is induced
by a modulated potential resulting from the interfer-

0030-4018r00r$ - see front matter q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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ence of the scattered and incident fields. The modu-
lation is a consequence of the nonlinear absorption
of the atoms in the standing wave produced by the
counterpropagating radiation fields which induces a
population difference grating with a period of half
the radiation wavelength. The effects of the addi-
tional back-scattered field and the density grating are
shown to have a significant influence on the bistable
properties of the system. For the ring laser, it is well
known that, neglecting atomic recoil, the bidirec-
tional lasing solution is unstable in the absence of
Doppler broadening and the system exhibits a bistable
behavior with unidirectional emission in one direc-
tion or the other, depending on the initial conditions.
When the effects of atomic recoil are included, the
average atomic momentum induced by radiation
pressure affects the stability of the steady-state las-
ing: when the cavity modes are resonant with the
atomic frequency, the bidirectional solution becomes
stable. Detuning the cavity mode above resonance,
periodic unidirectional lasing in opposite directions
is observed, whereas below resonance lasing is sup-
pressed in both directions.

2. Model

A schematic of the ring cavity system considered
here is shown in Fig. 1. The atoms may be excited

Žby some external incoherent energy source not
.shown . The model used to describe the interaction is

one-dimensional and semiclassical. The internal
Žatomic dynamics dipole moment and population

.difference are described as a quantum-mechanical

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram showing a cold atomic sample
enclosed in a bidirectional ring cavity. Note that Aeq s Ain r1,2 1,2

out' '1y R and A s A 1y R where R is the reflectivity of the1,2 1,2

output mirrors.

Fig. 2. A schematic energy level diagram of the atoms.

two-level system and the external atomic dynamics
Ž .position and momentum are treated classically, with
the atoms as point particles. The atoms in our model
are assumed to be ‘cold’, by which we mean that
their temperature is sufficiently low that Doppler

w xbroadening effects can be neglected 2 . For tempera-
tures of the order of the recoil temperature of the
atoms or less, the wave nature of the atoms becomes
significant and their centre-of-mass motion must also

w xbe treated quantum-mechanically 3 .
We now outline the derivation of the set of equa-

tions used to describe the atom-field interaction
within the cavity. These equations extend the so-

w xcalled Maxwell–Bloch model 7 to self-consistently
include the atomic centre-of-mass motion and can
describe a wide range of radiation-atom interactions.

We define the counterpropagating probe and pump
radiation electric fields as

E z ,t s EE z ,t eiŽk1 zyv 1 t .Ž . Ž .Ž 1

qEE z ,t eyi Žk 2 zqv 2 t .qc.c. e ,Ž . ˆ.2

where e is a unit vector transverse to the propagationˆ
axis z and subscripts 1,2 refer to the probe and pumpˆ
respectively. The energy level diagram for each atom
in the sample is shown in Fig. 2. The evolution of

Ž .the density matrix elements r , m,ns1,2 de-m n

scribe the internal evolution of each atom. The off-
Ž ) .diagonal elements r sr describe the polarisa-21 12

tion as induced by the pump and the probe fields.
The dipole moment is then given by

dsm r qr ) e , 1Ž .Ž . ˆ12 12

where m is the dipole matrix element. The off-diago-
Ž .nal elements in Eq. 1 may be written conveniently

as a sum of two polarisation waves

r sS z ,t eiŽk1 zyv 1 t .qS z ,t eyi Žk 2 zqv 2 t . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .12 1 2
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and we define D as half the population difference
Ž . Ž .between the lower 1 and upper 2 states, so that

r yr11 22
Ds .

2

Use of the definitions above in the Bloch equa-
tions describing the two-level atomic system, the
equation for the force on the jth atom

E E
F s dP ,z j ž /E z zsz j

and the Maxwell wave equation yield the following
set of coupled scaled differential equations, which in

Ž .the limit of no incoherent excitation Ls0 , reduce
w xto those of 8 :

˜dS p1 jj ˜ ˜s yG qi Dy S y2 r A D , 3Ž .H 1 1 jž / jdt 2

dS p2 jj s yG qi Dq S y2 r A D , 4Ž .H 2 2 jž / jdt 2

d Dj eqsy G qL D yDŽ . Ž .I jdt

) ) iu j˜ ˜qr S A qA eŽ .1 1 2j

) yiu )j˜qS A e qA qc.c. , 5Ž .Ž .2 1 2j

du j
sp , 6Ž .jdt

d pj
) ) ) iu j˜ ˜ ˜sy A S yA S qA S e1 1 2 2 1 2ž j j jdt

˜) yiu jyA S e qc.c. , 7Ž .2 1 /j

˜d A1 yiu eq˜ ˜ ˜ ˜s S q S e q id A yk A yA ,² :² : ž /1 2 1 1 1 1dt

8Ž .

d A2 iu eq˜² :s S q S e yk A yA , 9² : Ž .Ž .2 1 2 2 2dt

Ž .where the general dependent variables X'X t ,
˜ i dtX'Xe and

1r322e vm n0
A syi EE , rs ,1,2 1,2( 2ž /n"vr 2e v "0 r

² : ² :M Õ y Õ v qk Õ yvŽ .z z 0 2 2 z 0 0
ps , Ds ,

"kr v rr

² :2k Õ y v yvŽ .z 0 1 2
ds ,

v rr

Ž . 2² :tsv r t, us2k zy Õ t , v s2"k rM is ther z 0 r

single photon recoil frequency shift, js1, . . . , N,
1 N² : Ž .. . . s Ý . . . and G sg rv r are thejs1 H ,I H ,I rN

scaled decay rates of the polarisation and upper level
population respectively. In the above scaling, M is
the atomic mass, v is the transition frequency,0

nsn L rL is the ‘reduced’ atomic density in thes s cav

cavity, n is the atomic density of the sample, L iss s

the sample length, L is the cavity length andcav
Žwhere appropriate we have assumed kf k q1

.k r2. Note that for an atomic sample which ini-2
Ž² : . Žtially has zero mean velocity Õ s0 , D™ vz 0 2

. Ž .yv rv r and d™ v yv rv r. Hence D and0 r 2 1 r

d describe the pump-atom detuning and the pump-
probe detuning respectively, scaled with respect to

w xthe ‘collective recoil bandwidth’, v r 1,2 . In thisr

paper, we consider only cases where the frequencies
² :of the two fields are equal i.e. v sv and Õ s1 2 z 0

0, so ds0 is assumed throughout. In deriving Eqs.
Ž . Ž .3 – 9 , the pump and probe fields are assumed to be
average fields over intervals Dz;l, the radiation
wavelength, consistent with the slowly varying enve-

Ž . w x ² :lope approximation SVEA 7 . The mean, . . . ,
refers to the N atoms within that interval.

We have assumed that the mean field limit can be
applied when describing the evolution of both the
pump and the probe. Cavity losses are assumed to be
equal for both pump and probe i.e. k sk sk ,1 2

Ž .where ksycln R rv rL is the scaled cavityr cav
ẽq eqloss rate. Here A and A are the constant probe1 2

and pump fields input to the cavity. It has been
assumed that the pump frequency coincides with that
of a mode of the cavity i.e. v sv Žm.s2p mcrL2 cav

where m is an integer.
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The distinction between a passive and active
atomic system arises from Deq , the equilibrium value
of D in the absence of the radiation fields, defined
as

1 G yLIeqD s . 10Ž .ž /2 G qLI

Ž .Consequently, in the absence of excitation Ls0 ,
Deq s0.5, the atoms relax to their ground state and
the atomic medium is passive. In contrast, for strong

Ž . eqexcitation L4G D fy0.5, the atoms relax toI
the upper state and the atomic system is inverted or
active.

3. Passive atomic system: absorptive optical bista-
bility

3.1. Introduction

An optical system which exhibits two steady
transmission states for the same input intensity is
said to be optically bistable. In this section we

Ž .investigate optical bistability OB of an absorbing
system of cold, two-level atoms enclosed in a bidi-
rectional ring cavity. In contrast to previous analyses

w xof absorptive OB 9–11 we include the effects of
atomic recoil.

To the authors’ knowledge, previous works have
only approximated the effects of atomic motion
through an inhomogeneous broadening of the atomic
transition. Such thermal effects do not require a
detailed description of the atomic positions and mo-
menta. It is shown that when the effects of atomic
recoil are included self-consistently, the bistable be-
haviour of the ring cavity system is changed signifi-
cantly.

3.2. Model

The experimental setup we describe is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. We assume that there is no

Ž .incoherent excitation of the atomic system Ls0 ,
so Deq s0.5 and the atomic medium is passive. For
simplicity, we assume G sG 'G . The atoms areH I
assumed to be cold initially and momentum diffusion

due to spontaneous emission is neglected. We return
to the issue of momentum diffusion later in the paper
where we derive the condition for which it can be
neglected.

3.3. AbsorptiÕe optical bistability neglecting recoil

We now use the model described in Sections 2
and 3.2 to demonstrate the well-known phenomenon
of absorptive optical bistability in the absence of
atomic recoil and for a unidirectional ring cavity. To

˜ ˜do this, we set durdtsd prdtsA sS s0. It can1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .be shown that the resulting Eqs. 4 , 5 and 9 have

bistable solutions when the condition C)4 is satis-
fied, where Csrr2kG is the cooperation parame-

w xter 11 . Optical bistability is demonstrated in the
usual way in Fig. 3 by plotting the scaled field

< <amplitude A as a function of the scaled input field2
< eq <amplitude A for Cs25. We will use this exam-2

ple to study the stability of the solutions when
atomic motion is included in the model.

3.4. Recoil-induced instability

The restrictions in Section 3.3 are now relaxed
and we consider the general case of a bidirectional
ring cavity including the effects of atomic recoil. We
investigate the stability of the solutions for A on the2

lower branch of the bistability curve of Fig. 3 for
small initial values of A and a cold atomic sample.1

< <Fig. 3. Absorptive OB: Pump field amplitude A in the cavity as2
< eq <a function of the injected pump field amplitude A for r s1500,2

k s1, G s30 and Ds0 giving a cooperation parameter Cs25.
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An equilibrium value Aeq and initial value of A2 2

close to the steady-state solution for A is taken2

from the lower branch of Fig. 3. The system of Eqs.
Ž . Ž .3 – 9 is then integrated numerically.

The behaviour of the system was investigated for
eq Ž .different values of A and A ts0 corresponding2 2

to points lying close to the lower branch of Fig. 3.
Ž . Ž .The solution of Eqs. 3 – 9 are shown in Figs. 4

< < 2 < < 2and 5. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of A , A and2 1
< <the atomic bunching parameter b for conditions

Ž .corresponding to point a on Fig. 3. It can be seen
< < 2 < <that A and b display exponential growth, but1

< < 2 < < 2 < < 2when A f A the value of A undergoes a1 2 2

sudden transition to a larger value before returning to
its approximately constant value which is very close
to that when atomic motion is neglected.

< < 2 < < 2Fig. 5 shows the evolution of A and A and1 2
< <the bunching parameter b for conditions corre-

Ž .sponding to point b on Fig. 3. The bunching pa-
² yi u :rameter bs e is a measure of the spatial distri-

Žbution of the atoms on the wavelength scale bs0
< <for a uniform distribution of u and b s1 whenj

. < <u sconstant ; j . The behaviour of b shown inj

Figs. 4 and 5 indicates that the initially uniformly
distributed atoms become strongly bunched on a
scale of lr2. A physical mechanism for this bunch-
ing is described in Section 3.5. In this case, when
< < 2 < < 2A grows to become approximately equal to A ,1 2

< < 2Fig. 4. Absorptive OB: Evolution of the probe intensity A ,1
< < 2 < <pump intensity A and bunching parameter amplitude b in the2

cavity as a function of scaled time t for Aeq s0.15, Aeq s0,r s2 1

1500, k s1, G s30 and Ds0.

< < 2Fig. 5. Absorptive OB: Evolution of the probe intensity A ,1
< < 2 < <pump intensity A and bunching parameter amplitude b in the2

cavity as a function of scaled time t for Aeq s0.2, Aeq s0,2 1

r s500, k s1, G s30 and Ds0. Switching of the pump to the
high transmission state occurs at t f550.

< < 2A undergoes a sudden transition to a higher2
< <steady-state value. This steady-state for A is ap-2

proximately equal to the upper branch of the bistable
curve on Fig. 3. Therefore it has been shown that for

< eq <a sufficiently large value of A , the lower branch2

of the bistability curve for ‘fixed’ atoms in a unidi-
rectional ring cavity becomes unstable when an addi-
tional counter-propagating wave is introduced and
the atomic centre-of mass motion is included. Note
that this counter-propagating wave can arise from
noise in the system. That this instability is intimately
linked to atomic motion and not just due to induced
effects in stationary atoms can be shown by setting

Ž . Ž .durdtsd p dts0 in Eqs. 3 – 9 while letting S1
< <and A evolve. When this is carried out, A does1 1

< <not deviate from its initially small value and A2

attains a steady-state value equal to that when atomic
motion is neglected and the evolution of A is1

Ž .suppressed Fig. 3 .

3.5. Analysis

In this section we show how two counter-propa-
gating fields resonant with an ensemble of two-level
atoms can produce a force which acts to spatially
bunch the atoms. If we assume for simplicity that the
atomic momentum is sufficiently small that p<G ,
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and that G4k , it is possible to adiabatically elimi-
nate the ‘internal’ atomic variables S , S and D for1 2

the jth atom and solve for D . If we assume weakj
Ž 2 < < 2 2 .nonlinearity 4r A <G then the result is1,2

21 4r
D f 1y I u , 11Ž .Ž .j j22 G

where

< < 2 < < 2 ) iu ) yiuI u s A q A qA A e qA A eŽ . 1 2 1 2 1 2

is the total scaled intensity due to the interference of
the probe and pump fields. For the case where the
atoms are uniformly distributed in space, it can be

Ž .seen from Eq. 11 that the population difference
contains a sinusoidal variation due to the modulated

Ž .intensity I u . We now show that this ‘population
difference grating’ can give rise to a bunching force

Ž .by substituting for S , S and D in the force Eq. 71 2
Ž .using 11 , which produces

2d p 2 r 4rj 2 2< < < <s A y A 1y I u . 12Ž .Ž .Ž .1 2 j2dt G G

Ž .The first term in Eq. 12 is the usual radiation
Ž .pressure force, which is position u independent.

Ž .The second term in Eq. 12 describes a reduction in
the radiation pressure force due to nonlinear ‘bleach-
ing’ of the atoms’ response to the field. Note that
this bleaching is position dependent, giving rise to a
force which is modulated with the radiation intensity
that the atoms experience. It is this modulated force
which acts to bunch the atoms in space to form a
density grating.

< <If we now assume that A is constant and A , b2 1

and p are small quantities, it can be shown from a
Ž . Ž .linear analysis of Eqs. 3 – 8 using the method of

w x ltcollective variables 12 that both A ,bAe and1

therefore both will grow exponentially if the cubic

4
r i V l

3 2l q qk l q y1 s0 13Ž .ž / ž / ž /G 2 G 2 G

Ž .has any solutions with Re l )0. It can be shown
that

V 2 1
R l f , 14Ž . Ž .2 rG

2 kq(ž /G

< <where Vs2 r A is the scaled pump Rabi fre-2
Ž .quency, so Re l )0 always.

3.6. Momentum diffusion due to spontaneous emis-
sion

The results obtained in the previous sections were
derived using a model which neglects the influence
of momentum diffusion due to spontaneous emis-
sion. In this section we derive the condition which
must be satisfied in order to neglect the effects of
momentum diffusion.

Atoms undergoing spontaneous emission emit
photons in random directions. Consequently, the
atoms feel randomly directed momentum ‘kicks’ of
magnitude "k. The long term effect of this is to
cause a random walk in momentum space. For sim-
plicity, we consider the effect of spontaneous emis-
sion as a one-dimensional random walk. N sponta-
neous emission events correspond to N momentum
‘steps’ of magnitude "k. This gives rise to an atomic

w xmomentum spread 13 of

2 2 2 2MÕ fN "k s" k r g t 15² :Ž . Ž . Ž .22

as Nsgr t, where r is the probability of find-22 22
< :ing an atom in the upper energy state 2 . In the

Ž .scaled notation of this paper, 15 can be expressed
as

² 2:p f2 D t , 16Ž .p

where D sGr r2 r 2 is the scaled diffusion coeffi-p 22

cient.
The effect of atomic momentum spread is to

cause the amplitude of the density grating, described
< <by b , to decay. In order to neglect the effects of

momentum diffusion, the decay of the grating due to
the induced atomic momentum spread must be negli-
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gible during the growth of the density grating due to
the instability. In order to determine the condition
under which this is possible, we follow a similar

w xapproach to that of 2 .
Let us assume that at ts0 the atoms are perfectly

bunched on the scale of lr2, so that they have the
Ž . < <same value of u taken to be zero and b s1.

Letting the atoms evolve under the action of sponta-
neous emission, the bunching at time t can be
determined by writing the bunching factor b in the
form

` `
yi ub t s f u , p ,t e du d p , 17Ž . Ž . Ž .H H

y` y`

Ž .where f u , p,t is the probability of finding an atom
with a scaled position in the interval u™uqdu and
scaled momentum in the interval p™pqd p at
time t . Assuming that both the distribution in u and
p are Gaussian, then we can write

2 yp2yu
expexp 22 ž /ž / 2s tŽ .2s tŽ . pu

f u , p ,t s ,Ž . ' '2p s t 2p s tŽ . Ž .u p

18Ž .
Ž .where in accordance with Eq. 16 ,

s t s 2 D t , 19Ž . Ž .(p p

2 2 D(t pX X 3r2s s s t dt s t . 20Ž . Ž .Hu p 30

Ž . Ž . Ž .Substituting 18 – 20 in 17 we obtain

4D t 3
p

b t sexp y . 21Ž . Ž .ž /9

The condition for the neglect of momentum diffusion
due to spontaneous emission is then 4D t 3r9 <1p g

or

G V 2
3t <1 , 22Ž .g2 2 29r G qVŽ .

2 Ž 2 2 .where the relation r sV r2 G qV has been22

used and t is the characteristic growth time of theg

density grating due to the instability. From Fig. 5, it
< <can be seen that t f70 and A f0.0048, so forg 2

Ž .the parameters used in Fig. 5, the LHS of 22 is
approximately 0.095. The neglect of momentum dif-

fusion due to spontaneous emission in this example
is therefore consistent with the physical arguments
described above.

4. Active atomic system: the bidirectional ring
laser

4.1. Introduction

When the two-level atomic system shown in Fig.
2 is strongly pumped by some external energy source,
so that Deq -0, the atomic medium becomes active
and we have a simple model of a laser system.
Bidirectional ring lasers have been studied for many

w xyears 14 , in large part due to their application as
w xlaser gyroscopes. It is well known 15 that a homo-

geneously broadened ring laser admits two stationary
solutions, a standing wave oscillation formed by two
counterpropagating modes of equal intensity and a
travelling wave oscillation consisting of a single-
mode propagating in one direction. The coupling
between the two modes is provided by the scattering
from the spatial grating formed in the population
difference. The bidirectional solution is unstable and
the unindirectional solution is stable if the cavity
decay rates are equal and much smaller than the

Ž .atomic relaxation rates good cavity limit .
It is shown here that if the excited atoms are

initially cold, the atomic recoil may strongly influ-
ence the steady-state operation of the ring laser.
When the unidirectional solution dominates over the
bidirectional solution, the unbalanced radiation pres-
sure forces accelerate the atoms. The induced longi-
tudinal atomic momentum affects the stability of the
stationary solutions: on resonance, the unidirectional
solution becomes unstable and the bidirectional solu-
tion stable, whereas by detuning the cavity mode
from the atomic resonance, a pulsed regime occurs

Ž .for positive detuning v )v , with unidirec-1,2 0

tional lasing periodically in opposite directions,
whereas the laser quenches for negative detuning
Ž .v -v .1,2 0

4.2. Model

The ring laser model considered here is described
in Section 2 and shown schematically in Fig. 1. In
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contrast to the previous section, the atoms are now
considered to be strongly pumped, so that L4GI
and Deq fy0.5. In addition, we assume that no
radiation fields are fed into the cavity i.e. Aeq sAeq

1 2

s0. In what follows, we assume for simplicity that
G sL. Relaxing this assumption does not changeH
the results presented here qualitatively.

Ž . Ž .We note that Eqs. 7 – 9 combine to gives the
momentum rate equation,

² : w xdrdt p q I y I syk I y I , 23Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2

< < 2where I s A . We assume an initially cold and1,2 1,2
Ž .unbunched bs0 atomic sample. Hence, when I1

² :s I the average recoil p remains zero.2

4.3. Results

Ž . Ž .We now discuss the solution of Eqs. 3 – 9 , for
an initial system of cold, unbunched, completely

Ž Ž . .inverted i.e., D 0 s D s y1r2 and unpo-j eq
Ž . Ž .larised, S 0 sS 0 s0, atoms.1 j 2 j

4.3.1. Lasing neglecting recoil
Without recoil, the system admits two steady-state

Žsolutions: the unidirectional solution, I s I 1y1,2 s
.1rg and I s0, and the bidirectional solution,2,1

Ž .w Ž . x'I s I s I r2 1y 1q 8 gq1 r4 g , where I1 2 s s

sLr4rk is the saturation intensity value, gsark

Ž 2 2 .is the gain to losses ratio and asrLr L qD is
the linear gain. A linear stability analysis has shown
that, above threshold, i.e., for g)1, the bidirec-
tional solution is unstable while the unidirectional

w xsolution is stable 16 . However, since the ring laser
is assumed to have no preferred direction, it can
oscillate in either of the modes determined by initial
fluctuations. A more general analysis of the laser
without adiabatic elimination of the gain medium

w xatomic variables, has shown 16 that under suitable
conditions the unidirectional solution becomes unsta-
ble due to Hopf bifurcation and self-induced pulsa-
tions in both directions are observed.

4.3.2. Lasing including recoil
1. Resonant case: Fig. 6a shows the effect of atomic

recoil on the temporal evolution of the intensities
Ž . Ž .I and I . Eqs. 3 – 9 have been integrated for1 2

Ds0, Ls10, rs10 and ks0.1. The initial
field amplitudes are A s10y3 qe and A s10 20

Ž . Ž .Fig. 6. Resonant ring laser: a scaled intensities I and I and b1 2
² :average momentum p versus t for Ds0, Ls10, r s10,

k s0.1, A s10y3 qe , A s10y3 and e s10y18; dashed10 20
Ž .line in a : solution where recoil has been artificially suppressed.

10y3, with a slight difference es10y18. We
Žcompare the complete solution with recoil con-

.tinuous lines with the solution obtained when the
Žatomic recoil is artificially suppressed p s0,˙j

.dashed lines . Without recoil, the two intensities
are equal until they bifurcate: the first mode
saturates, whereas the second mode cavity damps.
We note that exchanging the initial conditions,
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with I slightly larger than I , their role is also2 1

exchanged, with I saturating and I damping.2 1

With recoil, the evolution of the fields is initially
similar to that when recoil is neglected: there is a
short period of bidirectional lasing followed by a
bifurcation, after which I grows to saturation1

and I decays to zero. However for later times,2

atomic recoil changes the evolution of the laser
modes significantly: I decays and I is amplified1 2

until I s I . Therefore atomic recoil causes uni-1 2

directional lasing to be unstable and bidirectional
lasing to be stable, in complete contrast to the
situation when recoil is neglected. The bidirec-
tional solution becomes stable when the average

² :momentum p , varying under the effect of the
unbalanced radiation pressure forces during unidi-
rectional operation, becomes sufficiently nega-
tive, as shown in Fig. 6b. To verify that this effect

Ž . Ž .is due only to the radiation pressure, Eqs. 3 – 9
were solved numerically, with the atomic momen-

² :tum p replaced by the average value p in Eqs.j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 and 4 and Eq. 23 used instead of Eq. 7 .
The results were unchanged, apart for some slight
differences in the transient regime, proving that a
sufficiently large average atomic velocity may
stabilize the bidirectional solution.

2. Blue-detuned caÕity: Fig. 7a shows the evolution
of the laser modes for a blue-detuned case, with
Ds10, Ls10, rs20, ks0.1. The initial field
amplitudes are A s10y3 qe and A s10y3,10 20

with es10y10. Neglecting recoil, the solution is
similar to the resonant case shown in Fig. 6a,
with the unidirectional solution stable and the
bidirectional solution unstable. However when the
effects of recoil are included, there is no steady-
state and the system exhibits self-pulsations, with
intensities periodically growing to the unidirec-
tional saturation value and then damping. Fig. 7b
shows the evolution of the average atomic mo-

² :mentum, p , which also shows periodic oscilla-
tions.

3. Red-detuned caÕity: Fig. 8a shows the behavior of
the intensities of the two modes for a red-detuned
case, with Dsy10 and the same other parame-

² :ters as in Fig. 7. In this case, when p decreases
Ž .see Fig. 8b , the mode I becomes unstable and1

decays after saturation, whereas I remains unsta-2

ble, so that lasing is suppressed in both modes.

Ž .Fig. 7. Blue detuned ring laser: a scaled intensities I and I and1 2
Ž . ² :b average momentum p versus t for Ds10, Ls10, r s20,
k s0.1, A s10y3 qe , A s10y3 and e s10y10.10 20

Another effect induced by atomic recoil is the
formation of a transient density grating, due to the
ponderomotive potential, created by the beat of the
two counterpropagating radiation fields, which
bunches the atoms. The bunching factor amplitude,
< < <² yi u : <b s e , is shown in Fig. 9 for the three previ-

Ž . Ž .ous cases of Figs. 6–8, for a Ds0, b Ds10,
Ž .and c Dsy10 until ts300. In contrast to the

case of optical bistability the density grating does not
play a large role in the long-term evolution of the
laser fields.
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Ž .Fig. 8. Red-detuned ring laser: a scaled intensities I and I and1 2
Ž . ² :b average momentum p versus t for the same parameters as
in Fig. 7, but with Dsy10.

4.4. Interpretation

A simple qualitative interpretation of these results
may be given in terms of the Doppler shift due to the
longitudinal momentum induced by radiation pres-
sure. An atom moving with an axial velocity Õz

effectively sees two different Doppler-shifted fre-
X Ž .quencies v sv 1.Õ rc . The atom is resonant1,2 z

with radiation when these shifted frequencies coin-
cide with the atomic resonance, that is, when v s0
Ž .v 1.Õ rc . Consequently for large enough atomicz

velocities, two modes with equal frequencies in the
laboratory frame may be widely separated in fre-
quency in the rest frame of the atom.

Ž .1. Resonant case: When v sv i.e., Ds0 , A0 1

and A are shifted from resonance by the same2

amount but in different directions, and hence
experience equal gains a sa , where a s1 2 1,2

< <Fig. 9. Transient bunching factor amplitude b versus t for the
Ž . Ž . Ž .cases of Figs. 6–8: a : Ds0; b : Ds10; c : Dsy10.
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Ž 2 2 . ² :rLr L qD and D sD. p r2. The sep-1,2 1

aration between the two line centres reduces the
influence of one mode on the other, eventually
making the two modes essentially uncoupled. This
occurs approximately when the frequency differ-

Ž <² : <ence between the line centres, p in scaled
.notation , exceeds the gain linewidth, L. Fig. 6

² :shows that I starts to decreases when p f1

yL. Steady-state is possible when Ds0 be-
cause the average momentum is stationary when

Ž .the intensities are equal, as stated by Eq. 23 .
2. Blue-detuned caÕity: For D)0, the atomic mo-

mentum induced by radiation pressure Doppler
shifts the frequency of the mode whose intensity

Žis lower towards resonance I in the case of Fig.2
. Ž8 increasing its gain, and pushes the other more

.intense mode further from resonance, decreasing
its gain. The role of the two fields is exchanged
when one intensity exceeds the other one, and the
induced momentum changes sign. The result is a
periodic behavior, with alternate growth and de-
cay of the two intensities. The growing mode
reaches its maximum when its effective frequency

<² : < Ž Ž .is resonant, i.e. when p s2 D see Eqs. 3
Ž ..and 4 : as can be seen in Fig. 7, where I and I1 2

² :are maxima when p ;"20, respectively.
3. Red-detuned caÕity: Finally, for D-0, the in-

duced atomic momentum Doppler shifts the fre-
quency of the mode with lower intensity further
from resonance, preventing its growth. The other
growing mode reaches a maximum when its
Doppler-shifted frequency becomes resonant, i.e.

² :for p ;2 D in the case of Fig. 8. As the
² :average momentum, p , continues to increase

due to the unbalanced radiation pressure force,
the more intense mode is eventually driven out of
resonance and decays to zero. Therefore for long
times, both mode intensities decay to zero and
laser operation is suppressed.

5. Conclusions

It has been shown theoretically that when describ-
ing atom-radiation interactions in passive and active
cold, two-level atomic systems, the effect of atomic
recoil can significantly change the nature of the
interaction between the atoms and the radiation fields.

As an example involving a passive atomic system,
we described absorptive optical bistability in a ring
cavity containing cold atoms. When the effects of
atomic recoil were included self-consistently, the
lower branch of the bistability curve neglecting
atomic motion could become unstable and the trans-
mission switched to the upper branch i.e. the system
was no longer truly bistable. This behaviour resulted
from the simultaneous generation of an atomic den-
sity grating and a coherently backscattered radiation
field. The formation of the density grating arose
from a modulation of the radiation pressure forces
exerted on the atoms. It should be noted that density
grating formation has also been predicted in a system
of cold atoms which have a predominantly dispersive

w xinteraction with the radiation field 1,2 . It could be
expected therefore that dispersive optical bistability
in a system of cold atoms would also be significantly
affected by the inclusion of atomic recoil in the
description of the interaction.

As an example involving an active atomic system,
we described a bidirectional ring laser where the
laser medium is a collection of cold atoms. Atomic
recoil was shown to influence the stability of the
steady-state operation of the ring laser. The usual
unidirectional solution becomes unstable for a suffi-
ciently large average atomic momentum is induced
by the unbalanced radiation pressure forces. On reso-
nance, the bidirectional solution is stable. Off reso-
nance, the laser emits periodically in either direction
when the detuning is positive and may suppress
lasing in both directions when the detuning is nega-
tive. These results may form the basis for a method
of avoiding strong mode competition in a homoge-
neously broadened bidirectional ring laser gyro tuned
with the resonant atomic frequency of a cold gas

w xsystem 17 .
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